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Abstract

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) has been extensively and inconclusively debated in the literature. In this essay, we examine the development of CSR by both reviewing the evolution of the conceptual framework and models of CSR and discussing social responsibility accounting and auditing. We conclude that both business and academic communities worldwide should pay closer attention to CSR and its components of economic, social, and environmental performance. Business organizations worldwide are just starting to recognize the importance of quality as it relates to CSR and the link between profitability and social behavior. Justifications for CSR are fulfilling moral obligations, maintaining a good reputation, ensuring sustainability and licensing to operate, and creating shared value for all corporate stakeholders.
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1. Introduction

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is an integral component of corporate governance, particularly when there is a conflict between the social goal of benefiting society and the corporate goal of maximizing profits. The existence and persistence of such a conflict requires corporations to establish CSR policies and programs to ensure that their boards of directors and senior executives set an appropriate tone at the top, taking social interests seriously. Currently, corporate leaders face the challenge of operating responsibly according to certain moral standards. CSR is becoming an inseparable part of business as more investors worldwide prefer to invest in socially responsible companies. Although the term ‘corporate social responsibility’ seems to be new, the business literature indicates that the concept has evolved over recent decades, along with social, political, and environmental developments. CSR demands that various local, national, and international organizations compile standards for nonfinancial reports. There is an unprecedented move toward disclosing both financial and nonfinancial information on key performance indicators of economic, social, and environmental activities. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) defines the purpose of a CSR program as “to encourage the positive contributions that multinational enterprises can make to economics, environmental and social progress and to minimize the difficulties to which their various operations may give rise” (OECD, 2003). This definition focuses on two important aspects of a CSR program, namely the creation of social value through corporate activities (social value-added activities) and the avoidance of conflicts between corporate goals and societal goals (societal consensus).

The primary purpose of this essay is threefold. First, we examine the evolution of CSR and its current status in business organizations worldwide. Second, we present models and conceptual frameworks of CSR and its best practices. Finally, we address ways to effectively disclose CSR performance information through social responsibility accounting and auditing. Global investors are currently demanding and regulators are mandating that business organizations disclose both financial and nonfinancial information about their economic, social, and environmental activities (Rezaee, 2015). This move toward the reporting of multiple key performance
indicators is intended to satisfy the needs of all stakeholders, including investors, creditors, customers, employees, government, and society. Thus, businesses are now responsible for creating shareholder value and protecting the interests of other stakeholders. To effectively compete in global financial markets, corporations are paying more attention to CSR and sustainability.

2. Corporate Social Responsibilities

There has been growing international interest in corporate social responsibilities, including environmental, social, and governance (ESG) issues (United Nations Environment Programme Finance Initiative and the UN Global Compact (UNEP FI), 2006). ESG issues can affect the company’s performance, supply chain management, and investment portfolios, and thus should be considered in assessing operating and investment decisions. To address this important global issue, in 2005 the United Nations Secretary-General invited a group of representatives from 20 investment organizations in 12 countries to establish a set of global best practice principles for responsible investment (UNEP FI, 2006; United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI), n.d.). The PRI are voluntary and aspirational rather than prescriptive, providing a framework for incorporating ESG issues into investment decision making and ownership practices (UNEP FI, 2006). Compliance with the PRI is expected to lead not only to a more sustainable financial return but also to a close alignment of the interests of investors with those of global society at large. The PRI, which provide a common framework for the integration of ESG issues, consist of:

i. Integration of ESG issues into the investment analysis and decision-making process
ii. Incorporation of ESG issues into investment ownership policies and practices
iii. Promotion of appropriate disclosure on ESG issues by the entities in which institutional investors invest
iv. Promotion of acceptance and implementation of the principles within the investment industry
v. Collaboration among institutional investors to enhance the effectiveness of implementing the principles
vi. Reporting on initiatives, activities, and progress toward implementing these principles (PRI, n.d.).

CSR requires business organizations to take initiatives to advance some social good beyond their own interests and compliance with applicable regulations. Simply put, CSR means enhancing corporations’ positive impacts and minimizing their negative effects on society, minimizing harm to society and the environment and creating positive impacts on the community, environment, employees, customers, and suppliers. The true measure of success for corporations should be determined not only by reported earnings, but also by their governance, social responsibility, ethical behavior, and environmental initiatives. Organizations are required not only to maximize profit and economic output but also to include all environmental aspects and social services. Therefore, all socially responsible organizations must fulfill four types of social responsibilities:

i. Voluntary or philanthropic responsibilities: advantages and benefits a business provides to society, including support for projects aimed at improving the life of the local community.
ii. Moral responsibilities: corporate activities expected to be done for society without any direct legal conditions or limitations.
iii. Legal responsibilities: regulations corporations must obey that were established to protect society.
iv. Economic responsibilities: both supplying required services and goods for society and offering these services and goods at an affordable price and making profit for investors (Rahalahleh & Sharairi, 2008).

Advantages of CSR are:

i. CSR reduces direct costs (energy, material, time loss, etc.).
ii. CSR increases employee productivity (increasing motivation and reducing absenteeism).
iii. CSR can diminish managerial risks.
iv. CSR promotes corporate competitiveness (Pettenella, 2010).

Gray, Owen, & Maunders (1987) discussed the role of conventional accounting in result reports and asserted that instead of basing accountability on possession it is better to consider beneficiaries. Rubenstein (1992) went further, expressing that a new social contract is required between an organization and its beneficiaries.
2.1 Evolution of Social Responsibility in the Business Literature

Although CSR seems to be a new concept in the business world, the literature shows that the concept has been around for decades. Terminology has changed over the years; this concept has evolved along with social, economic, and business developments. Global extended communication, global trends, and regulation changes have influenced the concept at the international level. We summarize the evolution of CSR from 1920 up to the current decade in the following sections.

2.1.1 1920 through the 1950s

Since 1920, business managers have paid more attention to some definitions of responsibility and responsible performance (Windsor, 2001). Bowen (1953) conceptualized CSR as reflecting decisions and approaches that are desirable for society according to social values and goals. Carroll named Bowen “Father of corporate social responsibility” and considered his attempts as the initiation of a new and novel period of CSR (Carroll, 1999). Bowen had a wide view of business responsibility that included responsibility, stewardship, social auditing, and corporate citizenship (Windsor, 2001).

2.1.2 The 1960s

Studies from the 1960s were about disclosure of CSR. Carroll (1991) stated that in this decade multiple efforts were made to configure and conceptualize CSR and some of the famous authors emerged in this decade. Davis (1973) pointed out that some socially responsible decisions could be justified as a good chance to make long-term profit. It seems CSR of the 1960s showed that social responsibility reflects the human and economic bases of society. Additionally, it emphasized that resources must be used to increase social disclosure, not to make profit for individuals and companies. Walton (1967) emphasized that CSR is a kind of voluntary behavior.

2.1.3 The 1970s

In this period, CSR included focusing on the minimum in corporate social responsibility, according to Friedman (1970). His famous, controversial ideas are still discussed in current debates about CSR. Walton (1967) discussed the notion that CSR could be considered a dynamic part of issuing social certificates. Sethi (1975) proposed a three-level model for corporate social performance. This model differentiated different behaviors of companies:

i. Social liability (answer to market and legal constraints)
ii. Social responsibility (equivalent to social norms)
iii. Social accountability (social compatibility and participation).

2.1.4 The 1980s

This decade has been described as the period of a “more responsible attitude toward corporate guidelines” (Freeman, Wicks, & Parmar, 2004). Freeman’s idea led to the emergence of stakeholder theory (Windsor, 2001). Meeting the needs of beneficiaries and stakeholders is related to corporate performance. Stakeholder theory was the dominant paradigm of CSR during this decade. Carroll (1991) believed that during the 1980s the main focus was on the development of new definitions, including defining CSR, introducing new routes for future research to replace new concepts in literature, defining corporate social accountability, determining commercial behavior, and stakeholder theory. Tuzzolino and Armandi (1981) reported the development of new trends for evaluating CSR by using novel conceptual frameworks, which are a significant tool to measure corporate social performance. With the emerging global debates about sustainable development during this decade came some favorable reports about the relationship between sustainable development and economic growth. Additionally, researchers identified the direction of future discussion and raised some questions about whether CSR yields profits, which offered support for CSR.

2.1.5 The 1990s

During this decade no special effort was done to develop definitions of CSR, but the concept was central to stakeholder theory, business ethics, and corporate citizenship (Carroll, 1999). Wood (1991) importantly introduced the corporate social performance model and developed CSR content; the main focus of his model was results or performance. Wood’s conceptual framework and Carroll’s responsibility pyramid are among the basic contributions of this period (Windsor, 2001). These conceptual models will be described in the next section. During this decade, the beneficiary theory was more popular than the stakeholder theory, expanding on various concepts of corporate social performance. Also, in the late 1990s stakeholders’ activities related to social and environmental dimensions focused on financial performance and related risks. Good behavior and desirable manners reduce stakeholders’ risks. Global dominance of corporate social performance, along with the role of
governments and businesses, were stable during this decade. Solomon (1994, p. 337) pointed out that currently corporations are the most powerful entities in the world, so they are expected to have a wide range of social responsibility. Carroll (1999) recommended that corporate social performance (as the attitude of the new millennium) is fundamental to the approach and language of business. This is the basis of many other theories that take into account growing public expectations of today’s corporations.

2.1.6 The New Millennium (Twenty-First Century)

Following on the financial disgrace and collapse of such companies as Enron around 2001, debates about the place of CSR in the world economy, especially international companies, expanded to include social and environmental conditions (Smith, 2003). Along with development of global trade, recent literature focuses on more disclosures at the international level. During the new century, significant international development of CSR occurred, accompanied by global attention to human, social, and environmental rights. Recently, academic researchers in the field of business have paid more attention to CSR. Environmental and social responsibilities are mentioned in some legal and political documents. Additionally, they are attracting more attention at the international level. Currently, corporate managers have a challenging and dynamic duty to recruit persons with social and moral standards to be responsible for commercial operations. Growing pressure for social responsibility is a significant challenge for companies. Companies, especially those working in global markets, focus on increasing stakeholders’ value, but they must balance social, environmental, and economic elements.

In summary, the evolution of CSR started in 1930 when debates about the role of corporations and executives emerged. Bowen (1953) argues that CSR programs initiate and undertake activities that are desirable for society in compliance with social values and goals. Bowen initiated a wide perspective about business responsibility that included responsibility, stewardship, social audit, and corporate citizenship (Windsor, 2001). The business literature of the 1960s promoted the recognition of CSR by business organizations and the disclosure of such responsibility to shareholders (Carroll, 1991). During the 1970s, the idea of focusing on protecting the interests of all stakeholders, including shareholders, was promoted as part of CSR (Friedman, 1970). The 1990s witnessed the era of the development of conceptual frameworks and models for CSR based on Wood’s “conceptual framework” and Carroll’s “responsibility pyramid” (Windsor, 2001), as well as the international acceptance of CSR.

3. Conceptual Frameworks and Models for Corporate Social Responsibility

Generally, two common conceptual models are mentioned for CSR, the Carroll model from 1979 and the Wood model from 1991. For the past 20 or 30 years researchers have debated corporate social responsibility. Various concepts originate from fundamental hypotheses concerning what to include in CSR. Frankental (2001) stated that CSR is an ambiguous term that reflects different meanings for different individuals. Therefore, CSR does not have a universally agreed upon definition. What follows are various researchers’ judgements:

i. Social responsibility is a misleading term (Lee, 2008).

ii. Social responsibility is an ambiguous and incomplete term (Preston & Post, 1975).

iii. Social responsibility is a term with divergent definitions (Votaw, 1973).

iv. Social responsibility is a term without theoretical integrity and empirical research (Defillipi, 1982).

v. Social responsibility is a term without a dominant paradigm (Jones, 1983).

vi. Social responsibility is a term vulnerable to subjective judgments and values (Aupperle, 1984).

Clarkson (1995) stated that the main problems are the lack of attractive definitions for CSP and CSR and the lack of public agreement about the meaning of the available terms from the practical and managerial points of view. Some managers challenge the term CSR, wondering what the meaning of “social” is and what the relationship between “social” and business activities is. Multiple ways to conceptualize CSR have been described in recent literature. In this essay, two conceptual models are mentioned briefly. As Carroll (1999) explains, his model introduced a four-part definition of CSR, named CSP. Wood (1991) defined the second model according to a general framework. Her model concentrates on responsible behavior, impressibility, and operational results.

3.1 Carroll’s Conceptual Model (1979-1991)

Carroll differentiated among four types of responsibilities: economic, legal, moral, and philanthropic. Economic responsibility includes return on investment for owners and stakeholders, job opportunities, fair payment of employees, exploration of new resources, propagation of developed technology, innovation, and offering services and products. According to this view, enterprises are economic institutions in society; their roles are predicated on the responsibilities mentioned. Legal responsibility includes obedience to laws. Although regulations require
certain behavior of companies, it is difficult for companies to be sure about compliance with laws. Compliance may even cause loss of opportunities because it limits commercial behavior. The third type, moral responsibility, overcomes regulation constraints by forming a moral character by which companies are able to survive (Solomon, 1994). A business with a moral policy will perform fairly and correctly. Moral responsibility includes activities not defined by law but rather designed to respect the public and prevent social damages and losses. Such responsibilities originate from an attention to human rights (Novak, 1996). These ideas are based on the belief that society and corporations are interwoven according to an innate and inner method (Frederick, 1994). This type of responsibility is the most controversial one and has multiple limitations. Its application contrasts with economic trends and profit making of businesses. The multi-dimensional Carroll social responsibility pyramid is shown in Figure 1.
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The base of this pyramid is economic responsibility, while its vertex reflects philanthropic responsibility. Legal and economic responsibilities are essential to the social dimension. Social responsibility is expected by society, while philanthropic responsibility is desirable, according to the social dimension. Each of these responsibilities constitutes one of the fundamental elements of CSR. Dimensions of responsibility change depending on corporate industry, corporate responsible performance, and responsibility guidelines. Although Carroll’s conceptual model has been very useful, responsibility dimensions are limited. Clarkson (1999) stated that the Carroll conceptual model was very complicated to examine and didn’t help with the development of methodology to collect, organize, and evaluate corporate information.

3.2 Wood’s Conceptual Model (1991)

Wood extended CSP beyond a catalog of the various types of responsibility to evaluate dimensions related to the motivational bases of responsible behavior, responsibility processes, and operational results. She considered CSP to be a result of obedience to the basic disciplines of CSR and refined the preliminary hypotheses. Her model developed the research areas of social responsibility. According to this model, responsibility forms a practical dimension which needs motivational and directional elements for social responsibility.

1) Bases of CSR
   i. Fundamental bases
   ii. Organizational bases
   iii. Personal bases

2) Processes of CSR
   i. Environmental assessment
   ii. Beneficiaries assessment
   iii. Management dimensions

3) Outcomes of corporate behavior
   i. Social effects
   ii. Social plans
   iii. Social attitudes

Outcomes of corporate behavior are advantageous for the direct evaluation of CSR. According to the Wood model, outcomes are classified into three groups: social effects, corporate behavior, and plans; attitudes
developed by companies for social dimensions and beneficiaries’ profit are used by companies to administer responsibility. Whether corporate behavior has negative or positive impacts must be examined objectively. Meehan et al. (2006) pointed out that although the Wood model played an important role in research, it was unsuccessful in investigating the practical needs of managers to administer CSR and evaluate basic effects. In brief, since both the model and framework are conceptual, they are likely to develop theory and research in the field instead of having a practical impact. The dynamic and complicated nature of social environments that modern organizations encounter reflects the necessity for continuous management of beneficiaries. It is very hard to control such a complicated network, so a social responsibility management model identifying changes and resolving the needs of various groups of beneficiaries requires continuous supervision and a dynamic method.

3.3 Social Responsibility Accounting

Reports submitted by financial accounting systems reflect a company’s performance according to certain perspectives, consider profitability and financial power of the business as a success or failure index, and pay more attention to making profit for such groups as:

- Active or passive investors
- Business managers
- Active or passive creditors
- Governmental organizations
- Customers
- Salespersons

To counter the lack of attention to social benefits and the effect of business practices on the environment, by the 1960s a new concept called social responsibility accounting was proposed in the theoretical field of accounting. Authors from Canada and Australia (e.g. Anderson, 1989) mentioned this concept in their writing. Jerry Anderson could be called the father of this field of accounting. In the United States, social responsibility accounting emerged in the 1970s when the American Accounting Association established a committee to evaluate the obstacles to and difficulties of measuring and reporting social responsibility (Committee on Social Measurement, 1977). Baron (2001) mentioned that using CSR in a firm can lead to attracting customers and can provide a good business strategy. Now, after four decades, the debate over social responsibility is still in its infancy. Most papers have been descriptive, have not focused on administrative problems, and have not provided suitable approaches for managers.

The current business environment contains risks for accounting and accountants. With the increase in the importance of environmental issues, social responsibilities, reporting, and risk management, accounting needs have changed (Carnegie & Napier, 2010). Accountants play a vital role in organizations in fields related to social responsibilities, including reporting, transparency, moral discipline, adherence to laws, relationships with beneficiaries, and resource consumption. Social responsibility accounting includes compiling, measuring, and reporting social commitments and other transactions and the mutual effects of these transactions between corporations and their surroundings.

4. Areas of Social Responsibility Accounting and Auditing

The Organization of Economic Co-operation and Development defines the purpose of a CSR program as “to encourage the positive contributions that multinational enterprises can make to economics, environmental, and social progress and to minimize the difficulties to which their various operations may give rise” (2003, 11). This definition focuses on two important aspects of a CSR program, namely creation of social value through corporate activities (social value-added activities) and avoidance of conflicts between corporate goals and societal goals (societal consensus). Four areas of social activities have been identified:

i. Interaction between society and the organization
ii. Help to improve human resources
iii. Help to improve natural resources and environment
iv. Promote the quality of products (Gray, 2002; Jebree1,1999)

Rahahleh and Shariari (2008) categorized the social activities of organizations in which accountants are employed into four groups:
i. Employee-based: the effects of organizational activities on employees as available human resources who help the organization to realize its goals

ii. Environment-based: social activities that reduce negative effects of organizational activities on the environment and natural resources. Given the potential damages to the environment caused by polluted soil, water, air, and acoustic pollution, this group is among the most important dimensions of social responsibility accounting.

iii. Supporting customers: activities aimed at satisfying customers and protecting their benefits. Examples include: product safety, advertisement reliability, and sufficient information to consumers about products, methods and limitations, related risks, and credit period.

iv. Society-based: activities aimed at achieving public benefits such as employing disabled people, student training, establishing kindergartens, improving health projects, and supporting charity projects.

4.1 Goals of Social Responsibility Accounting and Auditing

Ramanathan (1976) stated that the main goal of social responsibility accounting is to evaluate whether organizations have met their social responsibilities adequately or not. He stated three goals of social responsibility accounting, and various authors restated them in different ways:

i. To determine and measure a business’ social performance during the financial period by calculating the social expenditures and profits of the business.

ii. To determine the relationship between current performance and the business’ approaches, according to social measures and preferences.

iii. To report social performance and its effect on consumers’ decisions.

iv. To provide information about the goals, policies, and social projects of the business and how it is meeting consumer needs. Disclosure of adequate CSR information is necessary in assessing a company’s commitment to society.

The CSR program is designed to minimize the conflicts between corporations and society caused by differences between private and social costs and benefits and to align corporate goals with those of society. Examples of conflicts between corporations and society are related to environmental issues (pollution, acid rain, global warming), wages paid by multinational corporations in poor countries, and child labor in developing countries. Corporate governance measures, which include rules, regulations, and best practices of CSR programs, can raise companies’ awareness of the social costs and benefits of their business activities. The benefits of a CSR program include addressing environmental matters, reducing waste, reducing risk, improving relations with society, and discouraging regulatory actions. CSR programs enable corporations to take proper actions to promote social good and advance social goals above and beyond creating shareholder value or simply complying with applicable laws and regulations (e.g. antipollution). CSR programs should promote a set of voluntary actions advancing the social good that go beyond the company’s obligation to its various stakeholders. CSR activities should be measured and transparent, just as financial activities are measured and disclosed. Assurance should be provided on CSR reports through robust auditing of CSR activities, programs and reports.

5. Social Responsibility and Sustainability

Sustainability and social responsibility are key to the current business environment (State & Popescue, 2008). Sometimes the term sustainability is used in place of CSR. Montiel (2008) investigated different definitions of sustainability and CSR and found that although they have different origins, they both relate financial responsibilities to social and environmental responsibilities. Some authors defined sustainability as an approach to conceptualize CSR. For example, Garriga and Melé (2004) tried to map the field of CSR and then considered sustainable development as an approach to conceptualize CSR. Some researchers have considered sustainability as meaning corporate environmental responsibility; most of the time they use the term environmental development (Sharma & Henriques, 2005; Shrivastava, 1995). According to van Marrewijk and Werre (2003), there is no clear definition of sustainability, so each organization has to design its own definition according to its own goals. It seems that many corporations assume sustainability and corporate social responsibility are synonymous and based on voluntary activity, including paying attention to environment and society.

The social dimension of sustainability is related to organizational effects on social systems employed in an organization. Requirements for social performance are satisfied by reporting the organizational effects on stockholders and beneficiaries at the local, national, and global levels. Additionally, social factors affect
intangible assets such as human resources. Social factors are mentioned in three areas: labor force activities, human rights, and social development. Zwetsloot (2003) proposed integrating CSR with continuous development ensuring sustainability.

6. Components of CSR
A survey conducted by one of the Big Four accounting firms identifies four key CSR topics: core labor standards, working conditions, community involvement, and philanthropy (KPMG, 2005).

i. Core labor standards: Core labor standards comprise a general commitment to human rights, the right to equality of opportunity and treatment, the right to freedom of association and collective bargaining, the prohibition of forced labor, the abolition of child labor, and commitment to diversity.

ii. Working conditions: Working conditions address the general working conditions of corporate facilities including working time and work organization, work and family, wages and income, occupational safety and health, stress and violence, harassment, and maternity protection.

iii. Community involvement: Community involvement addresses the extent to which a company fulfills its social concerns related to its operations and is involved with and values community interventions such as programs aimed at improved health and education services.

iv. Philanthropic programs: These programs tend to be less strategic than other forms of social involvement in terms of adding social and business values. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) issued ISO 26000 in 2011 covering a broad range of an organization’s activities, from economic to social, governance, ethics, and environmental issues. ISO 26000 is a globally accepted guidance document for social responsibility in assisting organizations worldwide to fulfill their CSR (ISO, 2010).

Social responsibility performance promoted in ISO 26000 is conceptually and practically associated with the achieving sustainable performance, because the fulfillment of social responsibility necessitates and ensures sustainable development. ISO 26000 goes beyond profit-maximization by presenting a framework for organizations to contribute to sustainable development and the welfare of society. The core subject areas of ISO 26000 take into account all the aspects of the triple bottom line: key financial and nonfinancial performance relevant to profit, people, and the planet.

i. Profit: The primary goal of business organizations has been and will continue to be to earn profit in a socially responsible way to ensure shareholder value creation and the achievement of the desired rate of return on investment.

ii. People: ISO 26000 encourages companies to recognize human rights as a critical aspect of social responsibility by ensuring the countries in which they operate respect the political, civil, social, and cultural rights of the citizens.

iii. Planet: ISO 26000 promotes sustainable resource management to ensure that business organizations are not exploiting the environment in which they are operating.

Brockett and Rezaee (2012) discuss the following provisions of ISO 26000 designed to help business organizations operate in a socially responsible manner by providing guidance on:

- Concepts, frameworks, terms and definitions pertaining to CSR.
- Background, trends and characteristics and best practices of socially responsible organizations.
- Principles, standards and best practices relevant to CSR.
- Policies, procedures and best practices for integrating, implementing and promoting CSR.
- Engagement of all stakeholders, including shareholders, in socially responsible activities.
- Disclosure of information and nonfinancial KPIs related to social responsibility.

7. Conclusion
CSR requires business organizations to take initiatives to advance some social good beyond their own interests and compliance with applicable regulations. Simply put, CSR means enhancing corporations’ positive impacts and minimizing negative effects on the community, environment, employees, customers, and suppliers. The true measure of success for corporations should not only be determined by reported earnings, but by their governance, social responsibility, ethical behavior, and environmental initiatives. CSR is a vital part of commerce. Companies must perform corporate supervision transparently, and reports are very important to realizing these goals.
Managers of future international companies are forced to persuade the public to trust them. Governments are responsible for finding solutions or methods to bridge barriers, integrating them with the international economy, and entering the World Trade Organization.

Business managers who pay attention to CSR and perform current activities according to social responsibility raise the quality of their businesses. Recent trends in business reporting have paid attention to nonfinancial disclosure. Stakeholders expect each company to meet minimal governance and disclosure standards. During this evolutionary process at the international level, obligatory disclosure of financial information is integrated with voluntary financial and nonfinancial disclosure.

Nowadays, companies are expected to be committed to the long-term needs of society. Basically, companies must participate in those activities that reduce the negative effects of their operations and increase the social benefits. Some plans have been introduced by government and the private sector, but there is not yet any model or standard. Therefore, academic and professional departments must provide financial support to solve this issue. They must prepare the required instruments for authorities to enforce standards for disclosing, reporting, and auditing CSR.

Accountants play a vital role in organizations in fields related to social responsibility, including reporting, transparency, moral discipline, compliance with laws, relationships with beneficiaries, and resource consumption. Social responsibility accounting must include revealing information to beneficiaries, providing feedback for management, and improving environmental projects. Because social responsibility accounting information is not financial data, the information can often be found in the explanatory sections of annual reports, not in the main reports. Modern businesses need to work toward sustainability, making sure that availability of resources in the future will not be limited by current decisions. As Montiel (2008) found, although sustainability and CSR have different origins, they both relate financial responsibilities to social and environmental responsibilities. The social dimensions of sustainability are related to organizational effects on social systems employed in organizations. Requirements for social performance are satisfied by reporting the organizational effects on stockholders and beneficiaries at the local, national, and global level. The true measure of success for corporations should be determined not only by their reported earnings, but also by their governance, social responsibility, ethical behavior, and environmental initiatives. CSR has received considerable attention from policymakers, regulators, and the business and investment community over the past decade, and it is expected to remain a central theme for decades to come.
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